
CHRISTOPHER REID
6 Cassinia Place, Mount Annan, NSW 2567

0418 227 440 or (02) 4648 2828
chris.genius.reid@gmail.com

EDUCATION University of Sydney:
· 2006 - Honours in Pure Maths (Class II Division 1).
· 2005 - Bachelor of Science (Advanced Mathematics).
· Subjects included:

Artificial Intelligence, Cryptography, Nonlinear Systems and Chaos, Languages and
Logic, Concurrent Programming, Ordinary Differential Equations.

Hurlstone Agricultural High School:
· 2002 - Higher School Certificate (UAI 93.95).

SKILLS Programming:
· Have experience writing in Java, C, Python, Matlab, Mathematica as well as a bit of
Ruby, Perl, C++, Haskell. Comfortable with Unix/Linux/Windows operating systems and
software such as Excel, Word, LaTeX.
· Practise and learn on websites such as projecteuler.net, rankk.org, pythonchallenge.com,
hacker.org, javaist.com/rosecode, newbiecontest.org.
· 3d graphics from the ground-up. Including fireworks, cities, reflective surfaces, lighting.

Graphic Design:
· Posters to grab attention for SUMS (Sydney Uni Maths Society). Use Gimp/Photoshop.
· Dvd covers and Dvds with animated menus, transitions and easter eggs. Use Inkscape,
Sony Vegas Video and DVD Architect.

Web Stuff:
· Been maintaining/updating www.legroovedance.com.au since the start of August 2010.
Simple html skills, ftp uploading/downloading :)

PAST WORK University of Sydney (Jul 2007 - Nov 2009):
· Casual tutor for first year mathematics - “Linear Algebra”, “Integral Calculus and Mod-
elling”.
· Involved running quizzes, answering questions, explaining and writing up solutions, occa-
sional one-on-one tutoring for students struggling or wanting extra help.
· Took the roll every week, entering it onto computer (using tuteroll). Learnt all the stu-
dents’ names by the end.
· Marked quizzes and sometimes assignments, tried to point out to students where they
made their mistakes so they could actually understand where they went wrong.
· Use both blackboard and whiteboard, sometimes got students to come up and write things
themselves to build their confidence and get them involved.

University of Western Sydney (Jan - Feb 2009):
· Maths tutoring. Help and encourage students for whom maths isn’t their greatest strength,
explain unfamiliar concepts.

University of Western Sydney (May - Aug 2005):
· Data entry: questionaire with about 200 participants. Entered into SPSS. Both quantita-
tive and qualitative data.

AWARDS Certificate for being the treasurer of SUMS and also for doing volunteer work, promoting the
university and maths in general for high school students. A few SUMS Competition awards,
including sharing a Norbert Quirk prize in 2005. Awarded a prize in year 12 for the state-wide
Mathematics Competition and a high distinction every other year. High distinction in year 12
for the Chemistry Competition.

ACTIVITIES · Attended the 2007 AustMS conference at La Trobe University in Melbourne and gave an
amazing talk on non-convergent sequences.
· Give insanely intriguing SUMS talks every so often on the Fibonacci sequence, music, Riemann
Hypothesis, paradoxes, etc.
· Occasionally perform (CATS, Miss Saigon) or help backstage (La Boheme) or play keyboard
(Fame, Suessical, Cabaret) in musicals.
· Awesome at soccer, indoor cricket, tennis. Play socially.
· Like learning ballroom, salsa, ceroc (modern jive).



HOBBIES Classic movies, magic, classic video games, programming, classic books, philosophising, drawing,
filmmaking, writing, composing, juggling, developing obscure dexterity skills and much more!


